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Hands On: MacBook Pro Review

Apple’s leading laptop finally catches up – and then some

by Joe Osborne, TechRadar.com
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November 2016 GAAB Meeting

The next GAAB meeting will be Wednesday, November
9, 2016.

It’s finally here: the new-and-improved MacBook Pro, and
it seems to have closed the gap between the Pro line and
the competition – and them some.

Meeting: Wednesday, November 12, 2016
7:00 PM - Panera Bread
161 Washington Ave Ext, Albany, NY
A map can be found at the GAAB website at
http://applebyters.com/index.php/meeting-information/
meeting_map/

But the MacBook Pro has done so in ways that matter
perhaps even more than gigahertz and pixels. This is now
Apple’s most usable laptop yet. Sure, it’s thinner, lighter
and more powerful, but the improved keyboard and
trackpad set Apple apart in an even bigger way.
And that’s before we even get to the Touch Bar (though
its mileage may vary).
Continued on page 7.

Next GAAB Meeting

GAAB Meeting Agenda:
• Greetings/Dinner
• Topics to be presented by members and CloudMagic
Email
• News from Apple, including MacOS and iOS updates
• New MacBooks
• The GAAB Help Desk: Bring your questions to the
meeting
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Apple
Ambassador

The Greater Albany Apple Byters is an Apple Computer User Group.
Membership privileges include this newsletter, access
to a large public domain software and video/audio
tape library, local vendor discounts, special interest
groups, and other special offers.

by John Buckley

Contents of The GAB’er are copywriten, all rights
reserved. Original articles may be reprinted by notfor-profit organizations, provided that proper credit
is given to the author, The GAB’er, and a copy of the
publication sent to The GAB’er editor.

Deny it All You Want, Apple, But
Macs and iPads Need to Fuse

The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility
of each author, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Greater Albany Apple Byters.
Note: Trademarks used in this newsletter are recognized as trademarks of the representative companies.

Macs don’t have touch. At this point, they’re the outliers
in the computing world. Windows and Chrome touch
computers have flooded the world for years.

by Scott Stein, CNET

The first time I saw the Touch Bar on Apple’s new
MacBook Pro laptops, I thought: hey, there’s a little strip
of an iPad grafted onto that Mac.ow. There are tablets.
There are phones. There are, well, the iPad and iPhone.
Apple says that the Mac and iPad probably won’t combine,
and that a hybrid touchscreen laptop computer isn’t in the
company’s current plans. Instead, it seems, we have the
Touch Bar.
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The idea of Mac computers not having touchscreens is
now so odd that my wife was surprised when I told her.
No, she doesn’t follow tech. But she hasn’t used a Mac
in years, either.
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I like the idea of a Touch Bar, or at least having a more
customizable keyboard and second-screen controls. I
haven’t used one yet. And my colleague Dan Ackerman
was impressed with his brief hands-on demo of the tech
earlier this week. All in all, it seems like a useful way to
evolve keyboard interfaces. But the Touch Bar is small.
And the Touch Bar isn’t a full touch interface like a
touchscreen. It feels like Apple’s just dipped its toes into
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Continued on page 5.
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Internet SIG
7 Things You Should
Never Do Online

by Kim Komando, Komoando.com

We all have bad habits, like biting our
nails or drinking straight from the milk
carton. While it’s bad form, it won’t
steal your life savings. It won’t target
your children.
As a digital expert, I cringe when people
confess their hazardous activities and
unacceptable etiquette. It’s time to quit the bad behavior.
Here are seven things you should never do online.
1. Be Gullible to Posts and Videos
It doesn’t take much effort to create a convincing hoax.
With the right phrasing and a dab of digital wizardry, you
can convince millions of people that Brad Pitt committed
suicide, or drilling a hole in your iPhone 7 will reveal a
hidden headphone jack. (It won’t by the way, but here’s
the video that has over 15 million views and fooled some
into destroying an iPhone.)
A recent hoax alleges that Facebook’s privacy policy has
changed and all your pictures, posts and messages will now
become public. People are upset and posting false status
updates that they do not give Facebook permission to share
their private content. This particular post, like many others,
cites a news source along with mumbo jumbo legal statutes.
True, it’s hard to tell a hoax is a hoax, but if you hear
something shocking, run a quick internet search before you
believe it. You may save yourself a lot of embarrassment,
and you’ll leave the pranksters less reason to fool people.

Most major services and companies, such as Amazon,
Google, Facebook, Microsoft and Apple, offer two-factor
authentication. It’s essential to set up.
This way, no one can access your account if your password
is compromised. Some sites ask for your cell number, so
they can text supplemental access codes if a password reset
is enacted. You can also get alerts every time your account
is accessed from an unfamiliar browser or device.
I have the steps necessary to set up 2FA on my site. It takes
just a few minutes so do it now while you’re thinking about
it. Click here to protect yourself from hackers, scammers
and snoops.
3. Use the Same Password for Multiple Sites
Passwords used to be so easy. Your pet bunny was named
“Pinky,” so that became your password. Nowadays,
passwords look more like JaYW1x%BuUnZ#. Even if you
could remember this gobbledygook, do you really want
to dream up more than one password that looks like this?
Security is vital these days, and complex passwords are
the way to go. But there is a simple way to remember good
passwords that are also unique to each site. Click here to
learn why “ilovefreshsashimitunawithalittlesoyandwasabi”
is a great password.
Trust me: Passwords are only annoying until someone
commandeers your account. Using the same password is
a mistake you only have to make once.

2. Skip Setting Up 2FA

4. Sync Your Social Media Accounts

Don’t let the fancy name “two-factor authentication” throw
you. It just means that to login to your account, you need
two ways to prove you are who you say you are. It’s like
the bank or DMV asking for two forms of ID.

It’s difficult keeping up with all your social media accounts.
Services like Buffer, Hootsuite and SproutSocial help you
manage your social presence across several platforms
from one dashboard. Unfortunately, some people make the
Continued on page 6.
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Education SIG
Where Do Teachers Turn for Tech Help?
Not the Help Desk (Much)
by David Nagel and Dian Schaffhauser, THEJournal

Research shows that teachers prefer to rely on one another to get solutions to technology problems
than they do on the IT department.
By a margin of about five to one, teachers prefer to
solve their own tech problems without the help of the IT
department.

4. Interactive whiteboards (68percent); and
5. Non-interactive projectors(65percent),tying with
scanners and multifunction printers.

According to a survey of more
than 1,300 educators by THE
Journal, educators’ top choice
for solving their tech troubles
is online searches, with 37
percent citing that as their
preferred source for help with
technology. Coming in second
was peers, at 23 percent. The
help desk/IT department ranked
third at 17 percent, followed by
the instructional technologist at
11 percent. Students rounded out the top 5 preferred sources
of tech help at 4 percent.

Among the tech currently
not in use in classrooms, six
technologies stood out above
the rest as most desired by
educators:

But the results don’t mean that teachers necessarily feel
like they’re being stranded. Nearly two-thirds of those
surveyed (63 percent) indicated they have adequate support
and training for the use of technology in the classroom.
For their part, most teachers said they see themselves as at
least competent in their tech abilities. Fifteen percent said
they are “absolutely confident” in their tech skills, while 69
percent said they are very confident. Fourteen percent said
their tech skills are merely adequate. Less than 3 percent
rated their own tech skills as below average or incompetent.
Top Hardware in Use & Teachers’ Wish Lists
Teachers are currently using a wide range of technologies in
their classrooms, but the top 5 should come as no surprise:
1. Desktop computers (80percent);
2. Traditional laptops (77percent);
3. Document cameras (71percent), tying with cameras and
other photographic equipment;

1. 3D scanners (with31percent
naming these devices to their
wish list);
2. 3D printers (26percent);
3 . Vi r t u a l r e a l i t y g e a r
(23percent);
4. Detachable tablets, such as Microsoft Surface, HP Envy,
Lenovo Yoga, etc. (20 percent);
5. Tech-enabled student furnishings (19 percent); and
6. Interactive large-screen displays(18 percent).
Honorable mention also went to interactive projectors
(15 percent), robotics (14 percent), tech- enabled lecterns
(14 percent), scientific sensors and probes (13 percent)
and e-readers (13 percent). Smart watches, somewhat
surprisingly, managed to show up on 10 percent of
educators’ tech wish lists.
Top Software in Use & Teachers’ Wish Lists
As with hardware, there was little surprising about the top
5 software in use in today’s classrooms:
1. Presentation software, such as PowerPoint, Google
Slides, Prezi, etc. (96 percent);
2. Word processing (95percent);
3. Gradebook (91percent);
4. Online video services(90percent); and
5. Classroom management software(69 percent).
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However, there were some surprises on teachers’ wish lists:
1. Animation software, at17percent, was the most popular
wish list item;
2. 3D modeling software followed closely behind at 16
percent, perhaps as a natural need has been developing
with the introduction of 3D printers in schools;
3. 12.5 percent want e-portfolios;
4. Tying for fourth were audio editing/mixing software and
adapting learning tools at 12 percent each; and
5. In fifth place, at 1 percent each, image editing software
tied with lecture/screen capture tools.

Apple Ambassador

Do I think the Mac is going touch in the future? Maybe not.
But I think Apple’s already got the pieces to the puzzle of
touch-screen computing lying right in front of us.

Continued from page 2.

touch on the Mac, instead of exploring the full range of
what could be.
Like, for instance, what you can do on an iPad. That’s
what makes Apple’s statement that the Mac and iPad will
never meet even more curious. Maybe they won’t. But I
bet that hybrid still happens. In fact, it’s already happening.
And until a new iOS super-device -- or, maybe, a post-iOS
super-device -- emerges to take the Mac’s place, I’m not
thrilled with the divide at all.
I’ve used iPads to do work. I’ve tried to make them do
everything. I’m writing this story on an iPad Pro, and a
MacBook. I alternate.
The iPad is something that’s so close to a full computer,
even Tim Cook beckons us to make the switch. But it’s still
not fully there. It does around 70 percent of what I need.
The rest, due mainly to OS design and some software and
hardware limitations, is a challenge.
We’re well past the time when a touchscreen of any sort
should be considered cool. It’s standard issue. From here
on in, it’s all about touch as a tool. Apple’s iPad tablets
and Windows PCs are useful because their entire canvas
can be versatile. You can touch. Or, you can not. Sliders
or palettes can be anywhere.
Microsoft is already pushing into something different: tools
that interact with touch. Microsoft’s new Surface Dial,
a haptic metal wheel that rests on Windows displays to
create an instant pop-up interface, feels like an augmented
expansion of the touchscreen. Gimmicky? Maybe. But
when everything’s touchable, controls can be anywhere.
Compare that to the Touch Bar, which is one strip, one
place.

Why Apple’s Probably Waiting
by James Martin/CNET

The iOS and MacOS operating systems remain separate
beasts, year after year. I think I know why.
Apple effectively makes its own chips for iOS devices.
(They are manufactured by companies such as TSMC,
but custom-designed by Apple.) And they’re getting more
powerful every year. Good enough to replace the Intel chips
used in a power professional Mac? Not yet. But there’s
already some anecdotal evidence that they’re getting
awfully close. One benchmark, as highlighted recently
by Apple pundit John Gruber, suggests that the iPhone 7’s
A10 processor can go toe-to-toe with the Intel CPU found
in the 2013 MacBook Air.
Whether the comparison is 100 percent accurate or not is
almost besides the point. In the next few years, Apple’s
“mobile” chips look to be on target to meet or exceed Intel’s
computer CPUs in terms of raw processing power. At that
point, the only thing holding back an iPad is software and
accessories. And Apple actually is positioning it as a fullfledged Mac replacement.
A future, more powerful hybrid computer with Apple’s
own processors could mean more flexibility in design.
Or it could mean Apple controls the future of its product
even more.
The future of magic do-it-all tablets is already here...
let it happen
As Apple’s Craig Federighi said regarding iPads and Macs,
“To attempt to bend one into the other is at its root to make
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The Teaching with Technology survey was conducted
online in the late spring and early summer months. More
than 1,300 qualified respondents (educators working in
U.S. K–12 schools) participated, 84 percent of whom work
in public schools. Participants skewed to long-timers, with
41 percent saying they’ve worked in education 21 years or
more and 39 percent between 11 and 20 years. The plurality
(43 percent) work in secondary schools. Additional details
about the survey and methodology can be found in the
latest print edition of THE Journal (accessible as a PDF
online as well).
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a compromise.” Fair enough. While a touch-based Mac
is easy enough to envision from a hardware perspective,
bringing its cursor-based interface along for the ride could
indeed be a bridge too far. Windows did a few years ago,
but at a great expense: remember the rough years of user
discontent that was Windows 8.
But those “compromises” Federighi aims to avoid are
already happening on the Mac, to some degree. Some
people have already grumbled about the disappearance of
MagSafe, or the shift to USB-C type ports that will require
more dongles for now. And there’s skepticism about the
Touch Bar. After all, it requires app support. The iPhone’s
3D Touch has taken a while to develop meaningful uses
across iOS 10, and many third-party apps I use were slow
to support it. Will Touch Bar be better?
Change is perpetual. I read Apple’s executive comments on
the Mac and how it would weaken with touch, and how the
iPad shouldn’t necessarily be like a Mac, and I thought...
regular people can’t afford two expensive, large-screen
devices with an increasingly large functional overlap. I
bought a laptop last year because my previous one was
eight years old, and no iPad has the software underpinnings
to replace the needs I have. But, I bought it for utility.
Meanwhile, iOS is the touch-friendly landscape. It’s also
where Apple’s next-gen creative tools lie, like Pencil. But
you know what? Apple can converge the two. It should.
My son recently had a birthday party where he and his
friends played Minecraft. They gathered around touch
laptops, touched the screens and had fun. They know how
to use them because that’s what they do: use touchscreens.
The iPad can be a utility device too. And if the iPad Pro
can have a keyboard and a stylus, it can have a lot more. If
the Mac won’t evolve to accept touchscreens, then bring on
the advanced iOS hardware...because my kids, and the rest
of the world, are waiting. I don’t care what they’re called.
Like, for instance, what you can do on an iPad.
That’s what makes Apple’s statement that the Mac and iPad
will never meet even more curious. Maybe they won’t.
But I bet that hybrid still happens. In fact, it’s already
happening. And until a new iOS super-device -- or, maybe,
a post-iOS super-device -- emerges to take the Mac’s place,
I’m not thrilled with the divide at all.
I don’t care what they’re called.

Internet SIG
Continued from page 3.

mistake of scheduling the same message across all their
profiles. Remember, tweets and Facebook posts are very
different things, as are Instagram and Google+.
Social media is an art. It’s a little more time-consuming to
tailor your announcements to each type of social media, but
it’s like the old carpenter’s motto: measure twice, cut once.
5. Share Too Much Information About Your Kids
Sharing a few cute photos is fine, but posting too much
private information can be very dangerous. I even warn the
parents in my family: Suppose your 8-year-old daughter
is at soccer practice, and a stranger approaches and says,
“Hi, Susie. I work with your father John at the dentist’s
office. He just had an accident in his blue 2014 Honda
Accord and your Dad asked me to drive you to him at St.
Vincent’s Hospital.”
Today, it’s easier than ever for predators to find your child’s
name, plus your own professional and personal data.
Aggressive predators might even track down schedules for
sporting events and after-school clubs. Don’t give them a
chance to sound credible.
6. Use Public Wi-Fi Without Giving it Much Thought
Most people feel very comfortable walking into a hip
urban café and logging onto the local Wi-Fi. But is it really
the local Wi-Fi? Lots of people log on to systems named
“CoffeeShop” or “ILoveFood” and have no idea that these
belong to data-hungry hackers.
Hackers set up their own fake public Wi-Fi with a
misleading name. Upon logging in, the victim’s keystrokes
are recorded and stolen to obtain personal information.
Hackers will also send malware disguised as updates to
a victim’s computer. Once the malware is installed, the
hackers gain full control of the computer without the
victim’s knowledge.
That’s why you want to use a virtual private network
or VPN. A VPN service lets you create an encrypted
connection with one of its servers, and you use that server
to use the internet. The connection is encrypted through
the server, so the VPN can’t see your traffic either. It’s a
bit more complicated, but that’s the result.
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Click here to learn more about VPNs and get links to free
programs on my site.
7. Get Into Arguments on Social Media
We have all stumbled into a meme that makes us angry.
Or someone sends us a forwarded message that sounds
totally misinformed. Or some troll posts a series of vicious
comments. My advice: Do not engage.

BONUS: Be an Internet-Trained MD
Medical diagnosis sites can be very handy for basic info,
but for most physicians, it is the bane of their existence.
Patients storm into waiting rooms, claiming to have
Dengue fever and Zika virus.
Hypochondria and the internet are a very bad mix. Believe
me, online medical advice isn’t the second opinion you’re
seeking.

There’s nothing tackier than a social media argument.
Even well-intentioned comments can sound snarky and
mean-spirited. Friendships often fall apart after sparring
on Facebook or Twitter. If you need to sort out your
differences, it’s best to do this in person or over the phone.
Social media is a hire wire act, and most arguments end
badly.

Looking for other ways to behave better online? Be sure
to listen or download my podcasts, or click here to find
it on your local radio station. You can listen to the Kim
Komando Show on your phone, tablet or computer. From
buying advice to digital life issues, click here for my free
podcasts.

New MacBook Pro

unnecessary omission of an SD card slot, the latest
MacBook Pro is faring considerably well.

Continued from page 1.

MacBook Pro price and release date
The spankin’ new MacBook Pro is available for pre-order
right now. As for when you’ll get it should you pre-order,
that’s another story.
The 13-inch version, with standard function keys and two
fewer USB-C ports, will ship the day you pre-order it.
However, if you want one of the fancy Touch Bar versions,
that won’t begin shipping until two to three weeks from
now.

Even with a more expensive price tag, for instance, the new
MacBook Pro is its fastest selling model to date. Though
the Touch Bar-equipped MacBook Pros are still a few
weeks out, they’ve already undergone their fair share of
criticism. Of course, Apple marketing boss Phil Schiller
is still confident that the new MacBook Pro is the “best
notebook ever made.”
Even so, reports claim that we’ll see yet another MacBook
Pro upgrade in the latter half of 2017, this time presumably
with a price cut and added RAM. So long as you don’t mind
the wait, you may be better off trading up for next year’s
MacBook Pro instead, if these sources are to be believed.

Here’s how much the MacBook Pro costs to start, broken
down by version:
13-inch MacBook Pro (no Touch Bar): $1,499
13-inch MacBook Pro (Touch Bar): $1,799
15-inch MacBook Pro: $2,399
Now, let’s get into what’s new about the refreshed
MacBook Pro, and what it feels like to use. Spoiler: it’s
better – way better.
Latest developments
With the launch of the entry-level MacBook Pro (sans
Touch Bar) behind us, iFixit has performed its obligatory
teardown only to find that DIY MacBook Pro repairs
are next to impossible. Yet despite this, and the arguably

At first glance, not much has changed about the MacBook
Pro’s design. The profile or silhouette generally remains
unchanged, save for finally (sadly) losing the illuminated
Apple logo on its lid in favor of chrome.
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Take a closer look though and you’ll see that nearly
everything has changed. The 13-inch and 15-inch versions
of the new MacBook Pro are 17% and 14% thinner than
their predecessors, respectively – to the tune of a 14.9mmthin 13-incher and a 15.5mm-thin 15-incher.
Naturally, with a thinner chassis comes lighter weight. The
13-inch version weighs just three pounds (1.37kg), nearly
half a pound lighter than the previous version, while the
15-inch model hits the scale at four pounds (1.83kg), also
shaving off nearly half a pound).
While Apple wouldn’t let you forget it, that makes the
13-inch MacBook Pro now thinner and lighter than the
latest (and likely last) MacBook Air – and picking up the
device, you can definitely tell.

And if you’re wondering how this little screen performs
under direct light, the answer is – like any matte screen
– not very well. But it’s not as if the screen’s content is
indiscernible under such conditions – there’s just a blatant
difference between its look under direct and indirect light.
As you’d expect from Apple, the way the Touch Bar works
is stupid simple. For one, in general use, the Touch Bar
just replicates the media-first functions you’re used to from
previous MacBooks.
But, when you enter an app supported by the Touch Bar
directly – like most Apple-made apps and some third
parties, like Adobe Photoshop – you’re presented with an
app-specific icon toward the left of the Touch Bar. Pressing
this summons a series of app-specific functions.

As for the keyboard, Apple claims its second-generation
butterfly hinges vastly improve the typing experience from
that on the 12-inch MacBook. Having recently taken the
latest 12-inch MacBook for a test drive, we can attest to
these improvements.

For instance, when using Messages, this icon renders as
a smiley face, offering you the breadth of emojis you’re
familiar with on your iPhone. It even remembers your
most-used emojis if you’re using Messages on connected
iOS devices via the same Apple ID.

Travel is deeper, and feedback upon releasing your
fingers from a key is punchier. Frankly, this is what the
first iteration of the new MacBook keyboard should have
been – of course, that’s easy to say.
The Force Touch trackpad has also been hugely improved.
For one, the thing is damn enormous – twice as spacious
as that on the previous model. This is the kind of trackpad
we’ve wanted for a long time on MacBooks, and we finally
have it. Plus, activating Force Touch functions, like word
lookups, requires much less, well, force than before.
The Touch Bar, and how it works
Now, talking about how the new MacBook Pro feels to use
brings us to the tiny elephant in the room: the Touch Bar
with Touch ID. It’s a Retina (read: OLED) touch display
underneath a matte surface, and that’s key: it means way
less smudging on a screen you’re supposed to be touching
all the time.

Opening the Maps app introduces a directional arrow
icon, which when pressed presents a series of specific
commands, like walking, public transit and driving
directions, or specific types of locations of interest to
home in on.
The Touch Bar supports 10-point multitouch as well as
gestures, though we doubt there will be any applications
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of the tool requiring all 10 of your digits – assuming you
could fit them all on there.
All told, the Touch Bar works as seamlessly as you’d
expect from the company: Apple wrote the playbook on
touch devices, practically.

The connectivity on offer amounts to four USB-C ports
with Thunderbolt and charging, while 802.11ac Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth 4.2 round out the package. Of course, none of
this saves you from having to buy at least one adapter –
especially if you’re an iPhone user who likes to hard-wire.

Regardless, that still doesn’t make the Touch Bar hugely
useful – we’re having a hard time seeing anything that
the Touch Bar can do vastly better or more easily than the
MacBook Pro’s much-improved keyboard and trackpad.
Even before the improvements, weren’t they just fine?
(Well, except for DJing: this thing is going to be a recordscratcher’s dream.)
What’s inside
Powering the entire range of MacBook Pro models,
including the one sans Touch Bar and with just two USB-C
ports, are 6th-generation (or Skylake) Intel processors –
not the brand new Kaby Lake chips. (The 13-inch models
offer dual-core i5 or i7, while the 15-inch model offers
quad-core versions of those chips.)
It’s a surprising (if even disappointing) move, but we
doubt it’s going to mean much to the overall experience;
if anything, using chips that have been in cycle for longer
should mean fewer issues.
Backing that up is Intel integrated graphics on the 13inch models. Meanwhile the 15-inch version offers AMD
Radeon Pro 450 graphics with 2GB of video RAM to start
(you can also upgrade to the Radeon Pro 460 chip with
double the video RAM).
As for storage, all models start with 256GB of solid-state
storage, upgradeable to 1TB in the 13-inch versions and up
to a massive 2TB in the 15-inch version. Apple claims all
of these drives are markedly faster than those in previous
MacBook Pros – we’ll have to test that claim in our full
review.

Early verdict
There’s no doubt that this is the best MacBook Pro ever
made. It’s thinner, lighter and more powerful, and has
improved inputs on top of a brand new one, the Touch
Bar. If you’re in the market for a laptop upgrade, you just
found one of the most worthy options around.
But we’re having trouble reconciling the Touch Bar with
the premium it commands over the version with standard
function keys and half the USB-C ports.
It costs another 300 bucks to get an insanely cool feature
that, frankly, you might not even use. (Compound that
with being asked to pay $400 more for the new entry-level
MacBook Pro than before – ouch.)
All told, though, this is the long-overdue MacBook Pro
refresh we’ve been waiting for. The MacBook Pro was
lagging behind the competition for a while there, but now
it’s caught up, and in some respects – beyond simply ‘more
power’ – it’s surpassed its rivals. To find out by how much,
you’ll have to wait for our full review.

One the memory front, the 13-inch models start with 8GB
of RAM, upgradeable to 16GB – the 15-incher just comes
with 16GB and calls it a day.
All of this sits behind Apple’s Retina display that, save for
a 67% increase in brightness and the same boost in contrast,
remains the same resolution. So, that’s 2560 x 1600 on
the 13-incher, and 2800 x 1800 on the 15-inch model.
Regardless, the screen looks as gorgeous as ever, and
media professionals will appreciate the wider color gamut.
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GAAB Internet Addresses
Names

E-Mail Addresses

Aaron Ambrosino........ aambrosi@mac.com
Gary Blizzard.............. gmblizzard@aol.com
Mark Bogossian........... mark@castlecomp.com
Steve Bradley.............. ssbradley@adelphia.net
John Buckley............... jbuckley@nycap.rr.com
Sheldon Carnes............ sheldoncarnes@hotmail.com
Tina Cook.................... twonotrump@nycap.rr.com
Anthony Eldering........ tonye11@verizon.net
Trudy Ellis................... TE52@earthlink.net
Lilajane Frascarelli...... afrascar@nycap.rr.com
Les Goldstein............... lgoldst1@nycap.rr.com
Richard Hester............. hesterfp@capital.net
Ottmar Klaas................ ottmar.klaas@gmail.com
Michael LaFrank......... mglafrank@gmail.com
Thomas Levanduski.... msglevnduski@aol.com
Cecilia MacDonald...... cecilia@midtel.net
Mike Mannarino.......... rfd230@nycap.rr.com
Roger Mazula.............. aluzam@aol.com
Brendan O’Hara.......... bohara1@nycap.rr.com
Eric/Lee Rieker............ Erieker@aol.com
AbdurRahman Rozell.. aryr100@gmail.com
Judith Schwartz........... jfschwartz2@earthlink.net
Saul Seinberg............... saul.seinberg@gmail.com
Bill Shuff..................... wjshuff@earthlink.net
Shelly Weiner.............. olliedawg@yahoo.com
Lou Wozniak............... louw@nycap.rr.com

To start or renew your GAAB
membership, see Cecilia MacDonald
or send your fees payable to her at
the following address:
Cecilia MacDonald
260 Sever Road
Delanson, NY 12053

Visit GAAB on the Internet at http://www.applebyters.com
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